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Comfort

Comfort is melted cheese.

Thus the salutation in bold. Passing by on Volkskrant-dot-nl. Expressed after an interview. Recorded from the mouth of the manageress of an

Amsterdam restaurant.

Printed in a food section, it turns out. No idea how I got here. Unfortunately, it is about cheese fondue. My mouth is not making water.

Debate

Anyway, there is no arguing about taste. Besides, what concerns arguments. Have a hard time discussing with grandpa Dick. Once he has put

something in his head. Portuguese restaurants are opening their doors again. At half power with a fifty percent capacity limitation, though.

Then we’re going to eat again across the street. He decided, convinced of himself, without consulting Grandma Rita.

She seemded not optimistic about this intention. Whether it is so sensible. Meanwhile got used to it. To cook by herself, with her own hands,

putting fresh vegetables on the table. Healthy food without pork and chips on the menu. Which Grandpa Dick can indulge in without

restraint. Causing higher cholesterol levels, weight gain and less long life.

Grandpa Dick doesn't care about health-promoting advice. As a pure bon vivant. Living here and now. No worries for tomorrow or the day

after. Any chance that life ends too early. Well unlucky, is his unwavering conviction. What do you live for, without a tasty meal. With a wine

not to be missed. His affable smile accompanies me to the door.
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Cleanliness

Stop arguing about it, or you talk the green off a leave. European countries are gradually opening up borders for travelers from abroad. First

of all for the Europeans themselves. In many cases, the quarantine obligation also lapses. For visitors from abroad.

The Algarve will welcome international tourism again this summer. After lifting the travel restrictions.

Portugal took preventive measures at an early stage.

Hence, less contamination occurred than in other European countries. Said João Fernandes, President of the Algarve Tourism Bureau. Tourist

companies in the Algarve are well prepared. Thanks to the introduction of the Clean & Safe quality mark. An official guarantee, certified as

safe. Issued to companies that meet the requirements. In the field of hygiene against the spread of COVID-19 and other infections.

The stamp obliges them to comply with a protocol. With agreements on controllable hygiene measures, established by the Portuguese

Institute of Public Health. Various safety rules must avoid contamination risks during tourist activities. The way in which the Autoridade

Turística will promote the region as a safe destination. With high priority: prevent the spread of the virus.
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Basta

Keeping social distance has lasted long enough.

Two medical specialists from Holland say so, I read. Government and media unnecessarily frighten people. According to professor, cardiac

surgeon Jan Grandjean and anesthesiologist Alaattin Ozdemir. It is high time to take away the fear. Anxiety sweat is everywhere in society

today.

Fear and long-term stress weaken our resistance, they argue. We should just emphasize. On the latter, the own resistance. Improving it, they

say, is a simple yet extremely effective therapy. Getting out, exercising and eating healthy. The medicines of choice, also in the fight against

viral infections.

After a few paragraphs I quit. Sleep-inducing talk about the sophisticated recipe for cheese fondue. My eye slips over the catchy closing

quote. Introduced with: The Dutch in Geneva wrote a little hesitant about the dish a hundred years ago.

Fondue is a food that would not be possible in other countries; for where would it be conceivable for several people to eat from one pan?

Confession

Fortunately not in the simple Portuguese restaurants. Which you will find here in every village. Usually with an excellent kitchen. Some,

perhaps, who prepare a little too fat food. Usually packed with lunch guests. Chatting in the company of workmen. While they are eating a

"Prato do dia".
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Yes, at a distance of two meters between the tables. Not as before, Grandma Rita reports back. But still a very pleasant atmosphere. They

happily sit at the table at Pires. On the first day that the restaurants are allowed to open. As usual with the fried pork. With crispy fries and

salad. As if I predicted it. Toddlers with grandfather Dick. Nobody really does. She must have melted. For the most charming grin on his face.

A full confession, Grandpa Dick. Enjoying culinary delights in pleasant company. Gradually it is also my guilty pleasure. I have not been there

for (too) long. On Ilha de Faro, at "O paquete". Where they serve those delicious "Lulas fritas". My taste buds immediately produce saliva.

When I think back at that last time. Bad luck, because after that came the Corona elephant with a big snout ... Anyway little comfort.
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Bem-vindo a Portugal  Gastartikel  Wat dacht je wat
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